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ABSTRACT
Carolyn A. Krehel
THE IMPRESSIONS OF NEW JERSEY HIGH SCHOOL GUIDANCE COUNSELORS
ON THE QUALITY OF EDUCATION AT ROWAN UNIVERSITY
6/2004
Dr. Donald Bagin
Master of Arts in Public Relations

This thesis provides a comprehensive examination of New Jersey guidance
counselors' impressions of Rowan University. Rowan University, a state funded school,
is a rapidly improving and growing institution in the state and its region. However, the
University is met with much opposition from those who remember it as a small teachers
college in South Jersey.
This thesis focuses on the history of the university, old impressions of the school,
current impressions of the school and recommendations on how to improve the overall
awareness and perception of the University.
An email survey was mailed to 1,000 school counselors in the six different
marketing zones of New Jersey with a response of 246. With nearly a 25% response rate,
which included responses from each of the six zones, fair assumptions were able to be
made regarding perceptions and bias.
The survey concluded northern zones of New Jersey are not only less
knowledgeable about future improvements of Rowan University but are less
knowledgeable about how much the university has already expanded and changed since
its days as Glassboro State College.
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MINI-ABSTRACT
Carolyn A. Krehel
THE IMPRESSIONS OF NEW JERSEY HIGH SCHOOL GUIDANCE COUNSELORS
ON THE QUALITY OF EDUCATION AT ROWAN UNIVERSITY
6/2004
Dr. Donald Bagin
Master of Arts in Public Relations

This thesis provides a comprehensive examination of New Jersey guidance
counselors' current impressions of Rowan University. Rowan University, a state funded
school, is a rapidly improving and growing institution in the state and its region.
However, the University is met with much opposition from those who remember it as a
small teachers college in South Jersey.
The survey concluded northern zones of New Jersey are not only less
knowledgeable about future improvements of Rowan University but are less
knowledgeable about how much the university has already expanded and changed since
its days as Glassboro State College.
This thesis focuses on the history of the University, old impressions of the school,
current impression on the school and recommendations on how to improve the overall
awareness and perception of the University.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Competition in American colleges has become extremely fierce in recent years.
Students, being information seekers, look to the guidance of trustworthy community
leaders such as guidance counselors, teachers, parents, business leaders and recent
college graduates to instill important information regarding college. Through these
opinion leaders, students form opinions, both positive and negative, about many colleges
and universities around the country and in the world. These opinions are often based on
hearsay rather than fact, and it is hard to know whether the information being passed to
the students is unbiased.
According to the Journalof HigherEducation:

"Recent models of a student's college choice identify the influence of significant
others as an important factor in shaping a student's college decision. The importance of
the advice students receive from parents, peers, and school counselors, generally in that
order of importance, has been shown in pertinent research. The influence of these groups
operates in three ways:
a) Their comments shape student expectations of what a particular college is
like;
b) They may offer direct advice regarding where students should go to college;
and
c) In the case of a close friend, where the friends themselves go to college
influences students' decision."
Rowan University has experienced many changes over the past ten years, mainly
transforming its image and personality. In 1923, Glassboro Normal School was born as
an institution of higher education for women who looked to become teachers (1).
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With an immense amount of growth, and the transformation to a four-year
college, Glassboro Normal School changed its name to the New Jersey State Teachers
College at Glassboro in 1937. Under the careful eye and mission of Dr. Thomas
Robinson, the small suburban teachers school continued to grow and expand at an
astounding rate. Its mission to educate more than just teachers led Robinson to rename
the college once again in 1958, to Glassboro State College (1).
Glassboro State College remained a small, fairly unknown, suburban campus until
June 1967, when a meeting took place on campus between President Lyndon B. Johnson
and Soviet Premier Aleksei Kosygin in Hollybush Mansion regarding the Cold War
between the two nations (1).
Throughout the years, enrollment numbers grew and new programs were added at
an astounding rate. Soon, Glassboro State College was recognized as a comparable state
institution, rather than the previously less-known teachers college. It now offers a large
range of programs, majors and sports.
On July 6, 1992, Henry and Betty Rowan donated $100 million to the College,
which, at the time, was the largest donation to a public institution. In appreciation of the
generous donation, the College elected to rename itself Rowan College of New Jersey.
With a new name and money to pay for expansion, the College was well on its way to
becoming a premier institution in New Jersey. It reached its goal of becoming a
university in 1997 (1).
With an extensive "ten-year master plan" and many ideas for improvement and
renovation, Rowan University is quickly growing in popularity and standings. According
to the Admissions Office "first-contact" publication, "Rowan [University] ranks in the
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'top tier' of regional universities in US News & Weekly Report's Guide, America's Best
Colleges. In just four years, Rowan's position has risen from 55 to 29." (3)
From a small teachers training college in 1923, to a regionally recognized
university today, Rowan University is currently among the most competitive institutions
of higher education in New Jersey. With six academic colleges and over 36 majors,
Rowan University has a large variety to choose from. However, most opinion leaders
know Rowan University as Glassboro State College, a small suburban state school, not
the university it has blossomed into. Many community members look at the institution as
a lower quality school because it is in their community and it has always just "been
there." This has an effect on the student who seeks information about the University
from these leaders, who can create and pass negative messages to students who inquire.
Other rural and suburban colleges may face many similar problems.

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
With the cost of public and private tuition on a steady rise, state institutions are
becoming increasingly popular because of lower cost. With 26 higher education
institutions in the State of New Jersey, many schools are vying for their chance in the
spotlight.
Rowan University has undergone many dramatic changes over the years;
becoming almost unrecognizable to many opinion leaders. Underestimated for its talents,
education, and facilities, Rowan University falls behind when pinned against a state
institution such as Rutgers, whose reputation and history far surpass that of the former
teachers college.
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Rowan University tries to address inquisitive students directly about what they
have to offer rather than word of mouth through opinion leaders. However, correctly
informing community leaders and key communicators is essential to selling the
institution to students.
Admissions counselors at the University visit most high schools in New Jersey,
Delaware, Northern Maryland, Southern New York, Long Island and Southern
Connecticut, giving presentations, dispensing information and publications, as well as
answering questions. Although students are the targeted audience, it is imperative that
opinion leaders be targets as well, to inform them of how the University has evolved from
Glassboro State College into the ever-growing and changing Rowan University.
Opinions vary on the name change from Glassboro State College. However,
despite the public and alumni uproar, changing its name allows the school to reinvent
itself as a prestigious university rather than a local state school. The institution now has a
sense of brand identity. According to CoreBrand, a branding firm, "It [branding] is the
essence of leadership and differentiation, providing direction, clarity of purpose and
inspiration."
Brand identity is precisely what Rowan University is trying to create as it
attempts to inform the public of all the University has to offer at a fair price.

PURPOSE OF STUDY
The purpose of the study is to determine how to hone the messages that the
Admissions Office, University Relations, and University Marketing use to promote the
institution to students, opinion leaders, key communicators, and neighboring campus
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communities. Once complete, this study will enable public relations practitioners at other
similar state universities to hone their messages to their targeted audiences to efficiently
impact each stated audience. The study will also provide information on what type of
counseling the students receive and whether the universities' messages need to be altered
to suit the results.
Using an online questionnaire, part of a stratified study, the researcher will
distribute the survey to guidance counselors in six regions of New Jersey. These regions
are defined by both the State and the University for census and marketing purposes. They
are:
o Zone 1- Northern Fringe- Sussex and Warren Counties.
o Zone 2- Mature Metro North- Essex, Hudson, Union, Bergen and Passaic
Counties.
o Zone 3- NJ's Wealth Belt- Hunterdon, Mercer, Middlesex, Monmouth,
Morris and Somerset Counties.
o Zone 4- Metro South- Burlington, Camden and Gloucester Counties.
o Zone 5- Southern Shore- Atlantic, Cape May and Ocean Counties.
o Zone 6- Cumberland and Salem Counties.
The questionnaire will consist of only quantitative questions. More specifically
the study will determine:
1.

New Jersey high school guidance counselors' current impressions of
Rowan University.

2.

How much guidance counselors know about the overall improvements,
growth and current expansion plans.
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3.

Whether significant differences exist among their opinions and reality.

4.

What kinds of messages (unbiased/neutral/biased) about Rowan
University they are passing on to the students who seek their academic
counseling.

5.

Whether counselors' opinions differ throughout the different zones.

6.

How well the changes at Rowan University are documented and
publicized.

7.

Guidance counselors hold a high opinion of private institutions as opposed
to public institutions?

8.

Whether opinion leaders more informed about the University in the
southern regions rather then the other two regions?

HYOPOTHESES
Hol- High school guidance counselors in the North Jersey zones (Zones 1- 3) hold a
higher opinion and are more informed of Rowan University than those in the southern
zones (Zones 4-6.)
Ho2- More than 50% of guidance counselors deliver a biased view of Rowan University
to their students.
Ho3- More than 50% of counselors believe their advisement and opinions are significant
in the process of school selection.
Ho5- Most counselors believe that they have a critical responsibility to provide unbiased
college counseling to students.
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OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS
o Alumnus- a person who has graduated from a specific institution.
o Admissions Office- a division of a university which is responsible for student
recruitment, takes care of dispensing applications, recruitment material and
information, as well as admitting or rejecting incoming students.
o

Branding- Purposefully giving a specific brand a certain, planned identity.

o

Key Communicators- Common members of the community whose influence is
thought of as very important to community members.

o

Information Seekers- a person or persons who go to opinion leaders to receive
information on a given topic or idea.

o

Opinion Leaders- members of a community who are held in high regard and are in
a position of trust and authority.

o

Private Institutions- colleges or universities who do not receive state funding.
Student tuition and fees, gifts and endowments fund some of the costs. Because of
the lack of state funding, private institutions tend to be pricier than public
institutions.

o Public Institutions- colleges and universities that receive state funding from the
government. Public institutions usually are less costly than private institutions
because government money offsets the price of tuition.
o Public Relations- the various activities and communication that organizations
undertake to monitor, evaluate, influence and adjust to the attitudes, opinions and
behaviors of groups or individuals who constitute their publics and audiences.
o University Marketing- a division of a university where marketing is handled.
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o University Relations- a division of a university where public relations is handled.

ASSUMPTIONS MADE
o

Respondents will answer questions truthfully.

o

Respondents work in the field assumed (high school guidance).

o

Respondents counsel college-bound students on a regular/daily basis.

o

Respondents have heard of Rowan University.

o

Respondents work in the State of New Jersey.

o

Respondents have no bias toward Rowan University.

o

The guidance counselor contact information gathered online was accurate.

LIMITATIONS
o

The survey was completed in a short amount of time, two weeks, instead of an
unlimited time span.

o

The study was limited to an email survey because of cost limitations.

o

Face-to-face surveys would be more accurate, but itis not possible because of
time, travel and money limitations.

o

Study was limited to willing participants who responded to emails sent.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY
The significance of this study is to present Rowan University's Admissions
Office, Office of University Relations and University Marketing the information needed
to hone their skills to correctly target the audiences that they are looking to reach. It is
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also intended to help other institutions similar to Rowan University hone their skills and
modify their image among opinion leaders and information seekers.
According to Rowan University's Director of Public Relations, Joe Cardona:
"Our research shows that guidance counselors have a great deal of influence on a
student's decision on where to attend college. They are often seen as independent experts,
offering students and parents unbiased advice about where the student is most likely to
succeed. As Rowan tries to position itself as one of the premier public universities in the
region, it is more important than ever that we pay close attention to this influential group.
We cannot assume that they are aware of all that has changed at Rowan over the past
decade. We have to make sure they know about the particulars of the transformation
underway. The first step in achieving that goal is research."
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CHAPTER II
LITERARY REVIEW
HISTORY OF GUIDANCE COUNSELORS
The art of school counseling is an infantile position in the ancient world of
educators. Since its sluggish start in the early part of the twentieth century, the position of
the guidance counselor, now referred to as school counselor, has grown into a staple in
every high school around the country.
Young men and women alike are reliant upon guidance counselors to help deal
with the many traumas of being a teenager. These ordeals range from high school
planning and scheduling, to problems with teachers, peers and parents, college counseling
or anything else that may be upsetting the student.
Ascribed as the founder of the guidance movement, Frank Parsons believed in
providing students with a mentor for vocational guidance. Although the primary idea was
focus on vocation, Parsons sought to help students with any issues they were battling at
that delicate point in their lives.
Later on, Gordon Allport, Kurt Lewin and E.L. Thornedike added a strong
psychological base to the guidance movement. Many vocational guidance counselors
found themselves using psychology-based ideas and solutions to solve the issues students
were facing. Soon after, guidance counseling began to make the change from vocational
guidance to focusing on other issues and later on, college counseling.
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In the 1940's E.G. Williamson, author of the book How to Counsel Students
[1939] and Carl Rogers, Psychometric Tests and Client-CenteredCounseling:
Educationaland PsychologicalMeasurement, [1946], presented their books, which dealt
with both the process of counseling and the essential need for it. In presenting the books,
the awareness of counseling grew at an astounding rate.
Shortly after World War II, the George-Barden Act passed, which allocated
funding to secondary schools who offered the service of counseling. During this time,
much of the media focused on the passage of the act, yet again raising the knowledge of
vocational counseling.
In 1958, the passage of Public Law 85-864, the National Defense Education Act
(NDEA) supplied funding and support for secondary school guidance counselor training.
The NDEA was passed with the intent that a guidance counselor steer the nation's youth
to maximize their potential. This, in turn, resulted in the biggest growth in the field of
counseling during the next ten years.
Although the NDEA focused mainly on identifying the talents of their bright
young students, many counselors preyed on the idea that a students must learn about
themselves before they are able to make choices which determine their future.
In the 1980s', a strong movement and desire for careers rather than vocational
jobs placed an emphasis on guidance counselors to play the role of career and education
counselor. Today, school counseling is an imperative part of every young student's life.
From the onset as vocational counselors, to a psychological-based art, guidance
counseling is found in every high school across the country. [Beth Bandy 1]
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HIGH SCHOOL COUNSELING
High school guidance counseling is both a difficult and tedious job. With
counseling teenage students ranging in age from 13 to 18, and making sure transcripts get
to their intended destinations, school counselors barely have a free minute to ask students
what they feel about the counseling program.
In recent years, parents and students alike have increased their demands on
guidance counselors and inquiries as to whether the school counseling process is an
effective one. According to Libsch and Freedman-Doan, many students, parents and
counselors have raised interest in finding a way to monitor student feedback and
effectiveness of the counseling programs.
In 1991, a study was conducted by researchers at the University of Michigan to
measure students' opinions of the high school guidance process. The sample consisted of
high school seniors who were questioned on their everyday interactions with the guidance
office staff. Their responses yielded the results stating that the students do not believe the
services offered correspond with counseling needs.
A drastic difference was also found among students who chose different career
paths. Students who chose higher education were more likely to say the counseling
services helped them in their choices, whereas non-college bound students were more
likely to say their need for guidance was not fulfilled. Non-college bound students also
cited the desire for a separate military counselor to aid in their decisions, especially a
counselor to aid with the ROTC program.
According to the study, "High school seniors with four-year college plans report
perception of guidance counseling services that differ from those of seniors without four-
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year college plans. College-bound seniors are more likely than non-college-bound seniors
to report that the amount of counseling services they received for specific counseling
topics was about right." [Libsch and Freedman-Doan]
While many parents seem dissatisfied with the counseling their children appear to
be receiving, many times it's not the counseling center that's responsible. According to
W. Charles Dill, in his article IncreasingSatisfaction:
"It was determined in discussing the problem, that there were several areas which
were contributing to the perception of inadequate services. They included: Time
restrictions placed on counselors resulting in an inability to meet with each student with
an in-depth agenda. Students participating in group activities organized by the
counselors, which the counseling office believed to be integral for a comprehensive
career plan (i.e. course registration), but when asked, the student did not connect the
activity with career guidance. Students not informing parents when they participated in
career guidance activities sponsored by the guidance department. Finally, and most
significantly, the counseling office's failure to provide an updated system of helping
graduates meet increasing complex requirements of the world and of advanced
educations."[Dill, 1995]
Although parents seem to be dissatisfied with the counseling their child is
receiving, the problem may be the lack of communication between the parent and child.
A strong counseling program in a high school is intended to lead students into a
career path of their choice. This career choice does not have to be college; it can include
going to college, entering the military, getting a job or attending a vocational school.
Many times, guidance counselors are given the title "college counselors" when, in
actuality they are career counselors, but stereotypes automatically assume that to have a
career, you must attend college.
In 1998, Wei-Cheng Mau, Ruth Hitchcock and Christy Calvert conducted a study
surveying high school students' post-secondary plans and their perceptions of their
guidance counselors and parents' expectations.
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According to Mau, Hitchcock and Calvert, facilitating a student's educational and
vocational development is perhaps the most important task in school counseling. School
counselors must take different aspects into account when advising a student. Things such
as student aspirations and parent expectations can cause dissonance between both parties.
Counselors need to be aware of stereotypes that pertain to races and gender when it
comes to post-secondary school plans.
Counselors, peers and family members play an extremely important role in the
decision-making process for a teenager. Counselors need to be in tune with the rank of
these audiences for each student and use it effectively to counsel the student. These
publics may have a strong influence on the student, which can be a good thing or
potentially cause harm.
Because of perceived counselor expectations among different racial and ethnic
groups, high school counseling may be biased. On the contrary, many cultures have
different views on what is important regarding post-high school plans. Many schools
have cited the need for counseling programs that would intervene with students who fall
into these categories and require counseling from a different angle.
The results of the survey yield answers such as the majority of the students
believed that their counselors expected them to attend college. The only exception was
that of Native American students who believed their counselors wanted them to go
directly to trade school or into the work force. Students also felt more pressured to go to
college by their family and peers. Although guidance counselors did want to see their
students attend college, the counselors were not top on the list. As believed before,
students' aspirations did differ among different race and ethnic backgrounds.
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According to the study team, "The most important finding in this study relates to
the.high proportion of students believing their counselors expected them to attend college
regardless of their racial background. A common misconception has been that minority
and female students are more likely than white male students to have lower educational
aspirations."
When it comes to family, Mau and Smith both have found in additional research,
that mothers play the most important role in the students' decision-making process, more
so than fathers. Many students felt that their mothers hold much higher expectations of
them than their fathers, making their mothers one of the key influences in their search.
[Mau, Hitchcock, Calvert and Christy, 1998]
Family and education go hand in hand. Without a strong family background and
support, it is often difficult for children to succeed in their educational endeavors.
Educational endeavors and future plans often consist of heading off to a two or four-year
college for many young men and women, but others choose to head right into the
workforce.
In 1993, the State of Wisconsin conducted several focus panels that discussed the
importance and support of Wisconsin's School-to-Work Transition Initiative (WSWTS).
WSWTS was initiated to teach students the value of hands-on-based education in a
school system that is predominately theory based.
A focus group was used because of its incredible ability for a researcher to delve
into the groups' thoughts and allow new ideas or concerns to be brought to light. It also
makes for an easier setting provoking more of a conversational atmosphere.
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The focus groups, which took place during March of 1993, consisted of
Wisconsin students, parents, counselors, and school administrators. Although the group
showed overwhelming support for the new program, many were concerned about schools
having enough staff to make this program effective.
At the time of the panel, there were no sources for information in the job market
available for the students who chose that route. However, college information was readily
available to students whenever they needed it, creating an unfair negative bias towards
students not picking that career path. One strategy in WSWTS was implementing
facilities for these students to get the information needed.
In addition to the creation of a new hands-on program that will give students a
better understanding of what they want to do in the future, students will now take part in
an individualized "career plan." Each student will take courses, both in a normal
classroom setting and in a hands-on setting. Once they have completed a certain number
of courses, they will be asked to loosely choose a career path, whether it be college or the
work force. They will then tailor the rest of their high school experience in the shape of
an inverted triangle, which in the beginning will allow them to take broad-based classes
in the beginning to give them insight into which area they would like to pursue. As their
high school career moves on, they will then take more courses on track with the path they
chose all the way down to an apprenticeship-- youth apprentice learning-- with local
businesses during the remainder of time in school.
The individualized student learning plan will not only let students choose their
own career paths, it will help students plan for the future by teaching students about
setting goals, self-evaluation and academic planning. It then gives them places to go and
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research their post-high school plans, such as guidance offices for college-bound students
and community-based career information centers, which give students a direct link to the
community and its businesses.
At the time of the focus group, Wisconsin had a program titled the "Wisconsin
Developmental Guidance Model" (WDGM). According to A Jobs for the Future Report,
WDGM is loosely defined as:
"The Wisconsin Developmental Guidance Model is designed to be a framework
that integrates guidance services provided by counselors, other school staff, parents,
business and industry representatives, and community members. WDGM defines three
major developmental areas-learning, personal/social, and career vocational. It then
illustrates the types of student competencies that must be attained to meet those three
areas of need, suggests possible providers and resources to students, recommends certain
activities that can help a student meet the competencies, and describes the level of
resources organization required for comprehensive school guidance programming."

During the focus group sessions, the panel also laid out the outline for the new
school-to-work initiative program. According to A Jobsfor the Future Report the group
decided the new program should allow for:
> Systematic, regular career awareness activities that begin during the early
middle school years;
> Structured job shadowing during the late middle school years continuing
into ninth and tenth grades, which gives students direct, in-depth, handson experience with employers;
> Preparation of a specific career plan that:
o

builds on practical knowledge gained in job shadowing,

o

uses all resources available to help a student express a proposed
focus in a career plan that lays out some clear, realistic options for
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completing high school and continuing on to post-secondary
experiences.
o

puts down on paper a student's affirmative choice of a career plan
that is very flexible at the beginning and narrows as one gets older
and develops more outside-school experience; and

o

should be part of a broader individualized goal-setting process
whereby a student has identified a range of post-high school goals;

> The use of a community-based career center that contains reliable, easyto-use information about employers, occupations, wages, job openings,
skill qualifications, and education or training options;
A fundamental re-orientation of how learning is delivered so that formal
schooling has far more learning opportunities delivered though practical,
hands-on experience and approaches;
> Guidance and counseling services that are fully integrated with the school
curriculum;
> Career counseling that helps a student constantly re-evaluate the continued
validity of a career plan by reviewing the impact of school-based and
work-based experiences;
Career counseling that supports the holistic vision of the Wisconsin
Developmental Guidance Model.
[A Jobs for the Future, 1993]
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COLLEGE COUNSELING
Although school counseling is imperative on any level of education, it differs
greatly at the college level. School counseling at Rowan University, located in Glassboro,
New Jersey, is broken up into three categories: pre-major counseling,
major/specialization counseling and psychological counseling. Although they are each
different, no one is less important than the next.
Pre-major counseling is conducted at the Career and Academic Planning Center
(CAP), located in Savitz Hall, where undergraduate students with undecided majors can
go to receive counseling and advisement regarding majors they are interested in and
courses they should take to build themselves a strong general-education base. It is in the
CAP center that students can research and talk with counselors about the different majors
Rowan University has to offer. During the time it takes for students to make their
decision about their major choice, they are still welcome to come and use the resources as
well as meet with a counselor to plan the next semester's schedule.
At Rowan University, major/specialization counseling occurs within a college's
academic departments. Individual departments assign each student a faculty member who
will counsel them though the program. These faculty members are responsible for
helping students develop a "plan of attack" for their last couple of years at the university.
Often, sequential courses are required that must be taken as early as first semester junior
year. Although these faculty members are there to help the students schedule their
courses, they are also there for support when it comes time to begin applying for jobs.
Many of these advisors have many valuable professional contacts which can come in
handy when in search of a job.
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The third aspect of Rowan University's college counseling is the Counseling
Center in Savitz Hall. The center covers the psychological aspects of counseling.
Students may meet with therapists, free of charge, to discuss any problems they may be
having with parents, friends, stress or anything else. There, they receive support from
well-trained faculty members who offer the emotional guidance part of a counselor.
Although Rowan University has a strong counseling system, many other colleges are
lacking in that area, only focusing on the scheduling aspect of counseling, which is
precisely what high school counselors are trying to avoid.
In 1992, Steven M. Stolar surveyed 70 individuals on the Advisors' Perceptionsof
the Advisement Process at Cumberland County College in Vineland, New Jersey, each of
whom employed advisement services to students. With a large increase in enrollment
beginning in the early 1990's, Cumberland County College felt they were not meeting the
needs of their students when it came to advisement. The advisors of the College
identified many issues that needed to be resolved as the enrollment continued to grow.
With the continued growth of the College, the faculty cited the extreme need for a college
advisement center. However with that the question of funding arose.
Upon receipt of the surveys, Stoler found the general consensus called for a major
improvement in the entire College's counseling system as well as a structured training
program for the new and current advisors. Stoler inquired whether the advisors felt they
should be burdened with the tasks and responsibilities of advisement. In response, most
of them disagreed with the question, stressing they felt an extreme necessity for the
counseling program, as well as training for the advisor. In fact, the faculty tended to show
more enthusiasm for their role as an advisor rather than a professor.
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In the early 1990's, Cumberland County College conducted arena registration.
Arena registration is when everyone registers at the same time to obtain all needed
advisors' signatures.
Because of lack of professional training as advisors, the faculty at Cumberland
County College refer to a manual in a situation where their own background is not
enough. In high school, manuals are often available more by individual districts rather
than by the government.
Many of the advisors expressed an interest in holding sessions to keep them on
top of innovations in the program, such as new policies and academic programs, as well
as in the field of counseling.
In the field of high school counseling, advisors not only deal with scheduling and
vocational issues, they deal with student issues as well. On a college level, many see
advisement as "a process which is a registry support function which consists of
scheduling students in their courses appropriate to their curricula". Most advisors on the
college level agreed with this, but also would accept the role of advisor on another level,
a level which seeks to develop the student not only professionally, but personally.
Stolar concluded that there are seven major issues the advisors at Cumberland County
College brought to light:
1) More advisement training- with more training comes more effective advisors, in
turn creating well-organized students, who take initiative to achieve their goals at
Cumberland County College.
2) Facilitate student advisor interactions- currently, the majority of students do not
see their assigned advisors, however, they seek the advice of other faculty
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members. Students need to become aware of who their counselors are and where
they can be located.
3) Establish an advisement center- one common location would make it easier for
students to find out who their advisors are and track them down at the same time.
With such busy schedules, many students avoid their advisors because of the
challenge of finding them.
4) Streamlining the certification process for students receiving financial aid- in the
time which elapses between students seeing their advisors and then seeing their
financial aid counselor, most classes which the student was slotted to take have
filled up.
5) Provide incentives for good advisement- Cumberland County College can raise
employee morale as well as increase productivity and offer incentives for a job
well done.
6) Enhance computer operations governing advisement- when this survey was
conducted, computer technology was not as advanced as it is today, often causing
errors in students' records that could ultimately affect their status.
7) Move semester courses planning ahead one year because the extreme increase in
enrollment may cause students not to get all the classes they need; therefore, the
college is thinking of scheduling courses one year in advance so that current
students receive priority especially on courses that are only offered every other
year.
In generalizing this case study, it was found that there is a need for advisement not
only on the high school level but on the college level as well. Cumberland County
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College's research found an extreme need for improvement in the advisement process
just in time for an enrollment boom. The advisors at the College understand there is much
more to counseling than just scheduling and are willing to meet the challenge of rising to
a new level. [Stolar 1994]
In almost everyone's daily life, ethics and beliefs come into play; they should also
come into play in a situation when an opinion leader is passing information on to a
receiver. Ethics can come into play in every aspect of counseling, especially during the
college selection process. Some counselors are perceived to give biased information to
their students depending on the traits and characteristics they deem important versus what
the student finds important in a secondary school. While information is available on the
ethical standards of high school counselors, little is known or has been researched on the
ethics of advisors on a secondary education level.
In 1991, the Counseling Center and the School of Education at the University of
Denver conducted a nationwide survey titled EthicalBeliefs and Behaviors of College
Counseling CenterProfessionals. The sample consisted of 100 randomly drawn
counseling centers from a list of the Association of University and College Counseling
Center Directors (AUCCD).
In conducting preliminary research, the research team formed some common
questions regarding ethics in college counseling:
1- What is the current perception of the ethics of some common beliefs of
counseling center staff?
2- What is the frequency with which some common ethical behaviors are practiced?
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3- What is the agreement between the ethical beliefs and behavior of counseling
staff?
The research team asked a group of 49 comprehensive questions which touched on
topics such as confidentiality, counseling under the influence of prescription medications
which may effect one's judgment, sexual intimacy with students, counseling under
emotional and physical stress, counseling students of different ethnic and racial
backgrounds differently, as well as many more.
The results typically revealed that college counseling staff was counseling ethically.
They agreed more in the areas of the welfare of a client, avoiding intimate relationships
especially when under outside supervision such as that of a doctor or psychologist, and
student confidentiality.
However, many counselors stressed the need for a handbook that clearly lays out
the guidelines of what is considered ethical and what is not, as well as the need for more
workshops and managerial advisement on counseling.
Although most of the results came out positive, a small portion of counselors deemed
it ethically sound to have intimate relationships with their students. With that alarming
statistic, it proves the need for the definition of what is ethical and what is not. [Anderson
1991].

GUIDANCE COUNSELORS' PERCEPTIONS
A study conducted between 1982 though 1985 runs parallel to the study I
conducted. The study, "Changing a College Image: EvaluatingAdmission Strategies
though a Survey of High School Guidance Counselors Perceptions"focuses on a school
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in upstate New York, State University of New York, College at Brockport, whose
admissions and education standard improved over a number of years. Once ranked at the
bottom of the list of SUNY Schools, SUNY Brockport needed to inform the public about
the changes underway and change current perceptions of what the school was thought to
be.
SUNY Brockport, a four-year Arts and Sciences College, is part of the State
University of New York pubic school system. In 1981, students applying to any SUNY
school only had to fill out one application and could apply to as many schools as they
wanted, which brought in many students. However, the next year, the State began
charging an additional fee for applying to more than three schools.
This added fee caused application submissions to drop greatly. In 1981, a new
president took office at Brockport. Upon his inauguration, he knew change was needed.
With the support of the faculty and staff, the President raised admission standards and
hired a firm to uncover the reasons behind the enrollment problems.
The researchers of this paper conducted a state-wide population survey of over
3,200 high school guidance counselors, which followed the research component
recommended by the hired firm.
Changing an image is one of the hardest issues to conquer. There are so many preexisting perceptions that changing an image is a long-term process. The College began
with the raising the admission standards, counselor newsletters, and new, improved and
more informative publications. Most importantly, they increased personal contact with
guidance counselors.
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Two years after implementing the new standards and informing the public about
the changes, the survey was redistributed. Unfortunately, although the guidance
counselors were aware of the improvements at SUNY Brockport, they still ranked it far
below other SUNY schools. However, other results did yield the information that the
College was closing the gap between itself and competitors. At the time of publication,
the institution was pleased with the results and was continuing its efforts though
continued export of information and publications, as well as campus visits by both
prospective students and guidance counselors. [Campbell and Spiro 1982]
Although no studies are recorded that directly relate to the subject, a study that
falls along the same lines was conducted by Charles Erhardt, a graduate student at Rowan
University in 2001. Erhardt's study, High School Guidance Counselors' Perceptions of
Community Colleges, yielded a lot of significant information that pertained to this thesis.
Erhardt's findings concluded that while counselors believe most parents, students, other
counselors and principals' rate community colleges as "excellent" in many different
categories including education, cost, student quality and athletics, bias still remains an
issue. However, on the opposite end of the spectrum, counselors believe that only 3.9%
of community members would rate community colleges as "excellent" and, as many as
17.1% believe community members would rate them as "below average" and "poor".
Erhardt also included a section which asked a guidance counselor who they would
recommend to attend a community college. Broken down into percentages by grade point
average [GPA], counselors will typically recommend students with a GPA below a "C".
Although Rowan University does face much bias, the University does not face the
same types of challenges that many community colleges face. While counselors and
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student hold bias against Rowan, the bias they hold against two-year colleges is much
different. Two-year colleges have a stigma among students who rate them as second-rate
education. Rowan University is not looked upon as a second-rate education. However, it
is often viewed as a lower quality education because of its affordability and proximity to
many potential students. Many often believe a good education needs to be pricey and far
away. [Erhardt 2001]
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
POPULATION
The population for this study consisted of New Jersey high school guidance
counselors teaching in the 2003-2004 academic year. The researcher chose to stratify the
population by North, Central and South Jersey. The guidance counselor contact
information was gathered from high school web pages. Out of the information gathered,
the high schools were selected by availability of email information listed online. The
researcher chose to stratify the population into six different marketing regions currently
used by Rowan University.
o Zone 1- Northern Fringe- Sussex and Warren Counties.
o Zone 2- Mature Metro North- Essex, Hudson, Union, Bergen and Passaic
Counties.
o Zone 3- NJ's Wealth Belt- Hunterdon, Mercer, Middlesex, Monmouth,
Morris and Somerset Counties.
o Zone 4- Metro South- Burlington, Camden and Gloucester Counties.
o Zone 5- Southern Shore- Atlantic, Cape May and Ocean Counties.
o Zone 6- Cumberland and Salem Counties
A total of 1,000 guidance counselors will receive a survey, via email, hopefully
with a response of at least 200. The surveys were regionally coded by asking a location
question in the demographic section of the questionnaire.
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INSTRUMENT
The instrument, a pen and paper survey will be distributed by email via
www.surveymonkey.com. This website allows the researchers to design the
questionnaire, email it to the population and tabulate the results at minimal cost.
The survey instrument was designed with two parts. The first part consisted of
twenty closed-ended questions dealing with the perceptions the counselors hold of
Rowan University. The second part, the demographics section, was designed to gather
simple information from the respondent such as teaching location, age, gender, level of
education.
The first part of the survey is scored on the Likert Scale: Always, Frequently,
Occasionally, Rarely, Never. The ramifications for each answer were clearly stated at the
top of the survey to avoid confusion.
The instrument was constructed around the information given in Rowan
University's Graduate Research Methods Course, taught by Dr. Joseph Basso (Fall 03). It
was then reviewed by two faculty members of the Public Relations Graduate Program at
Rowan University.

PROCEDURES
The study was conducted beginning March, 2004. One mass emailing through
www.surveymonkey.com was used in hopes of achieving the response rate of 200 out of
1000. The survey consisted of a cover email letter and the link to the survey. Survey
Monkey requires only the respondent to hit send in order to reply to the survey.
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Table 1
Response Rate for the email survey
Sample Size
246

New Jersey Guidance Counselors
Zone 1 Guidance Counselors

8

Zone 2 Guidance Counselors

63

Zone 3 Guidance Counselors

65

Zone 4 Guidance Counselors

55

Zone 5 Guidance Counselors

17

Zone 6 Guidance Counselors

7

Number of Surveys Returned

246

Percentage of Returns

24.6%

Total Respondents, All Regions of New Jersey
1000

Total Sample Size
Total Surveys Returned

246

Total Percentage of Returns

24.6%

DATA ANALYSIS
After the desired numbers of surveys were received, a minimum of 200, the data
was collected from the webpage and analyzed in Chapter Four. Conclusions were then
drawn and recommendations were made for resolutions and further study in Chapter
Five.
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CHAPTER IV
DATA ANALYSIS
The researcher desired a response rate of at least 20% or 200 returned surveys.
The total number of surveys returned was 246. However, many of the surveys were not
completely filled out. Many respondents skipped certain questions; therefore, each
answer contains a % of"skipped question" responses.
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1. I believe students base their college decisions on academics alone.

Response Percent

Response Total

Occasionally

39.9%

97

Frequently

7.4%

91

Rarely

17.7%

43

Almost Never

4.5%

11

Almost Always

0.4%

1

Total Respondents

243

(Skipped this question)

3

Through years of experience, many school counselors have found students basing
college decisions on not only academics, but what the school has to offer them in other
areas. Social life, nighttime and weekend activities, extracurricular activities and athletics
play a huge role for a student who desires to get the full college experience. Although
academics often weigh heavily in students' decisions, they are not normally the primary
concern.
While Rowan University continues to grow and expand, it is essential to keep in
mind the idea that students are not only looking for a school that suits them academically
and will challenge them, but rather a school that will give them the full college
experience. Students are seeking a place where then can not only grow academically but
also socially.
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2. I believe students make their college decisions based on peer opinions.

Response Percent

Response Total

Occasionally

50.2%

122

Frequently

41.6%

101

Rarely

6.6%

16

Almost Always

0.8%

2

Almost Never

0.8%

2

Total Respondents

243

(Skipped this question)

3

Results of the survey indicated that students occasionally to frequently take peer
opinion into account in their school selection process. The response does not have much
bearing on what guidance counselors think of the institution, but it demonstrates the
different things students look for while searching. On the other hand, this also expresses
the importance of targeting students to apply as well as trying to create a domino effect to
get their peers to become interested in the school.
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3. I believe students make their college decisions based on the recommendations of
opinion leaders. [Opinion leader is defined as a respected and trusted community leader].

Response Percent

Response Total

Occasionally

48.6%

118

Frequently

28.8%

70

Rarely

20.2%

49

Almost Never

2.1%

5

Almost Always

0.4%

1

Total Respondents

243

(Skipped this question)

3

School counselors are considered opinion leaders in a school setting. Their
responses can vary on a case-to-case basis but, on the whole, school counselors believed
opinion leaders [which can include religious leaders, teachers, coaches, etc.] frequently to
occasionally have an influence on the student. However, this response can vary by
community and by student. Each student has different relationships with different opinion
leaders and that relationship can influence their decisions or not have any bearing on it.
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4. I believe students often receive biased views on colleges and universities.

Response Percent

Response Total

Frequently

50.6%

123

Occasionally

35%

85

Almost Always

8.2%

20

Rarely

0.3%

13

Almost Never

0.8%

2

Total Respondents

243

(Skipped this question)

3

According to the responses, 50.6% of school counselors believe students receive
biased views on institutions during their school selection process. Many reasons exist as
to why a student would receive biased views. Bias can come in both positive and negative
forms. Positive-biased views often come from alumni trying to promote their institution
to students. Rowan University often receives negative-biased views because many people
still affiliate Rowan University with Glassboro State College, even though so much has
changed. The University is often still thought of as a small teachers school in South
Jersey that doesn't compare to Rutgers or The College of New Jersey. However, Rowan
has grown way beyond what many people know.
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5. I believe high school counseling involves more than just scheduling.

Response Percent

Response Total

Almost Always

95.1%

231

Frequently

4.1%

10

Occasionally

0.4%

1

Rarely

0.4%

1

Almost Never

0.0%

0

Total Respondents

243

(Skipped this question)

3

In accordance with the information in the previous chapter, the counselors
surveyed believe that much more is involved in counseling other than just scheduling.
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6. 1 believe my advisement is significant in a student's school selection.
Response Percent

Response Total

Frequently

56.8%

138

Occasionally

27.6%

67

Almost Always

14.8%

36.

Rarely

.8%

2

Almost Never

0%

0

Total Respondents

243

(Skipped this question)

3

This question pinpointed whether the counselors themselves thought they were
essential to the selection process. Counselors who feel they are an integral part of the
process are more likely to attend workshops and college fairs to learn more about each
institution. Information such as this is helpful in targeting different audiences though the
use of publications. For instance, if more counselors thought they were not a significant
part, then Rowan University could produce a publication explaining to counselors how
important they really are as well as giving them information about the University.
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7. I believe most students make their decision based solely on cost and financial aid.

Response Percent

Response Total

Occasionally

47.3%

115

Frequently

35%

85

Rarely

13.2%

32

Almost Never

3.7%

9

Almost Always

0.8%

2

Total Respondents

243

(Skipped this question)

3

The positive response that students frequently to occasionally base their decisions
based on financial aid is an important aspect in the study because Rowan University
specifically markets itself as an affordable top-notch education. With students taking
these aspects visibly into account, it shows that Rowan is making a smart move by
playing up this aspect of the institution. On the other hand, this can also be taken
negatively if counselors perceive a less costly education as a poor quality education.
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8. I believe ethics are important in counseling a student during the college selection
process.

Response Percent

Response Total

Almost Always

79.7%

188

Frequently

13.6%

32

Occasionally

5.5%

13

Rarely

0.8%

2

Almost Never

0.4%

1

Total Respondents

236

(Skipped this question)

10

The results of these questions, which the researcher believed would prove 100%
positive, were baffling. Sixteen school counselors responded that ethics come into play
only occasionally, rarely or almost never. Ethics are essential, especially from the
institution's standpoint. No matter what type or how many publications the university
supplies, they can not be 100% sure that the counseling that goes along with the
distribution of this information is ethical. The failure to dispense information about the
University, for biased reasons, is also unethical. The results found by these questions
were a bit surprising.
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9. I believe students deserve unbiased information on colleges and universities.
Response Percent

Response Total

Almost Always

87.3%

206

Frequently

10.6%

25

Occasionally

1.3%

3

Almost Never

0.8%

2

Rarely

0%

0

Total Respondents

236

(Skipped this question)

10

This question is an extension of the previous question. While that question
focused on the ethical aspect of college counseling, this question focuses on the biased
aspect. The respondents answered almost identically to both questions. Bias and ethics go
hand in hand. To many counselors, delivering biased information is considered unethical.
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10. I believe opinions of Rowan University differ among different regions of New Jersey.

Response Percent

Response Total

Frequently

43.2%

102

Occasionally

33.5%

79

Almost Always

16.5%

39

Rarely

4.7%

11

Almost Never

2.1%

5

Total Respondents

236

(Skipped this question)

10

This question proves the statement [Ho ] stated in Chapter One hypothesizing
that the southern regions of New Jersey are more informed about Rowan University and
what it has to offer than northern regions. This data is extremely important because it tells
Rowan University's Admissions, Marketing and University Relations offices what areas
are being targeted efficiently and which ones need more exposure.
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11. I believe private institutions are held in higher regard than public institutions.
Response Percent

Response Total

Frequently

41.1%

97

Occasionally

39.4%

93

Rarely

9.7%

23

Almost Always

7.6%

18

Almost Never

2.1%

5

Total Respondents

236

(Skipped this question)

10

State institutions, not only in New Jersey, often have to deal with the stigma that
comes with being a public, state institution of higher education. Private schools, which
include many of the Ivy League schools, are often held in higher regard because of their
history and prestige as well as famous leaders who attended these institutions. The idea of
state-funded institutions came along much later than that of private institutions, therefore
not allowing enough time to catch up with many of the big schools which have been in
existence since the 1700's.
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12. I believe high schools in the southern zones of New Jersey are more knowledgeable
of what Rowan University has to offer.
Response RateResponse Total
Frequently

46.6%

110

Occasionally

27.5%

65

Almost Always

20.3%

48

Rarely

4.7%

11

Almost Never

0.8%

2

Total Respondents

236

(Skipped this question)

10

While the majority of school counselors believe students in southern zones almost
always or frequently are more knowledgeable of what Rowan University has to offer,
students in North Jersey need to be just as informed. The Admissions Office at the
University efficiently visits schools in those zones as frequently as the ones in the
southern regions. However, more emphasis is placed on the visit in the southern zones
because they are aware, through their local media channels, about the happenings at
Rowan University. While many students in the southern zones may have visited the
campus for various reasons, the students in the northern regions are lacking information
from their media sources and do not have the accessibility to the campus.
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13. I believe high school students in southern zones are more informed of current news
and events at Rowan University.
Response Percent

Response Total

Frequently

50.8%

120

Occasionally

25%

59

Almost Always

18.2%

43

Rarely

0.1%

12

Almost Never

0.8%

2

Total Respondents

236

(Skipped this question)

10

Once again, Rowan seems to lose a lot of awareness and credibility though the
media sources. While the Philadelphia media outlets focus on Rowan University because
of its proximity and its high enrollment of area students, New York media outlets, with so
many other schools in their region, have little or no reason to focus on Rowan University.
This presents the problem of leaving potential students uninformed. Focusing on smaller
county papers for stories on the University, more than just award announcements, could
possibly lead to more awareness. But because the University's media contacts in South
Jersey are much stronger, it is often difficult to get a paper in North Jersey to focus on a
school not in its general vicinity.
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On a scale of 1 through 5, 5 being the highest, please answer the questions below.
14. Based on the information you already know, how would you rate Rowan University?
Response RateResponse Total
4

46.3%

99

3

38.3%

82

5

11.2%

24

2

4.2%

9

1

0%

0

Total Respondents

214

(Skipped this question)
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A positive point from this survey reveled that over 95% of the total respondents
rated the school 3+ on a 5-point scale. However, if the ratings are that positive, why
doesn't Rowan University receive more support from school counselors, especially those
in the northern regions? Once again, this could be caused by individual bias, for which
little can be done.
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On a scale of 1 through 5, 5 being the highest, please answer the questions below.
15. How much do you know about recent improvement and renovations at Rowan
University?
Response Percent

Response Total

4

31.8%

68

3

25.2%

54

2

15.4%

33

1

14.5%

31

5

13.1%

28

Total Respondents

214

(Skipped this question)
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The majority of school counselors know that renovations and improvements are
being done; they just don't know to what level. The Admissions Office held a Counselor
Reception in late winter, of which fewer than 10 New Jersey counselors attended, to
inform counselors what Rowan University's improvements are, how long they will take,
and what benefits students will get out from them. However, with such a bad turnout,
little to no impact could be made on counselors or students. These types of receptions and
information sessions are held throughout the year to keep counselors informed and up to
date so they are armed with the most current information to dispense to students.
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16. I read information about Rowan University's expansion in local papers.

Response Percent

Response Total

Almost Never

36.4%

74

Rarely

30.8%

66

Occasionally

18.2%

39

Frequently

10.7%

23

Almost Always

5.6%

12

Total Respondents
(Skipped this question

214
)
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Rowan University's Office of University Relations is responsible for all the
information, such as news releases and media alerts, being sent out to the media outlets.
Because Rowan University is located in Southern New Jersey, information is typically
sent to papers that cater to the Gloucester, Burlington and Camden county areas, as well
as major Philadelphia outlets. While these are the outlets most interested in the stories
because of location, many areas as well as readers are missing valuable information.
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Demographics

17. Gender:
Response Percent

Response Total

Male

33.5%

71

Female

64.7%

139

No Response

1.9%

4

Total Respondents

215

(Skipped this questiorn)
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18. Age Range:
Response Percent

Response Total

23-30

8.4%

18

31-40

18.1%

39

41-50

24.7%

53

51-60

40.5%

87

60+

6.5%

14

No Response

1.9%

4
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19. Please indicate the area in which you teach:
Response Percent

Response Total

30.2%

65 .

29.3%

63

Zone 4- Burlington, Camden or Gloucester

25.6%

55

Zone 5- Atlantic, Cape May or Ocean

7.9%

17

Zone 1- Sussex or Warren

3.7%

8

Zone 6- Cumberland or Salem

3.3%

7

Zone 3- Hunterdon, Mercer,
Middlesex, Monmouth, Morris or Somerset
Zone 2- Essex, Hudson, Union, Bergen
or Passaic

Total Riespondents

215

(Skippe d this question

31
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20. Please indicate your highest level of education.
Response Percent

FResponse Total

Masters Degree

93.5%

201

Doctoral Degree

3.7%

8

Bachelors Degree

2.8%

6

High School Degree

0%

0

Some College

0%

0

Associates Degree

0%

0

Total Respondents

215

(Skipped this question)
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21. Did you attend Glassboro State College/Rowan University? If not, what college did
you attend?
Response Percent

Response Total

Yes

26%

56

Other (Please specify)

74%

159

Total Respondents

215

(Skipped this question)
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(Numbers vary because of inclusion of graduate schools)
Response Percent

Response Total

Adelphi University

.65%

1

Amherst College

.65%

1

Arcadia University

.65%

1

Bloomfield College

.65%

1

Boston University

1.92%

3

Brooklyn College

.65%

1

Caldwell College

.65%

1

Centenary College

.65%

1

College of New Rochelle

.65%

1

Columbia University

1.28%

2

Culver-Stockton College

.65%

1

City University of New York

.65%

1

Drew University

.65%

1

East Stroudsburg University

1.28%

2
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Elmira College

.65%

1

Elon College

.65%

1

Fairfield University

.65%

1

Fairleigh Dickinson University

1.92%

3

Felician College

.65%

1

Fordham University

2.56%

4

Gannon University

.65%

1

Georgetown University

.65%

1

Georgian Court College

3.21%

5

Gettysburg College

.65%

1

Gordon College

.65%

1

Indiana University of Pennsylvania

.65%

1

Jersey City State College

1.92%

3

Kean College

2.56%

4

Kutztown University

.65%

1

LaSalle University

.65%

1

Lebanon Valley College

.65%

1

Lehigh University

1.28%

2

Lock Haven University of Pennsylvania

.65%

1

Long Island University

.65%

1

Marywood University

.65%

1

Michigan State University

.65%

1

Middlebury College

.65%

1
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Molloy College

.65%

1

Monmouth University

1.28%

2

Montclair State College

15.38%

24

Muhlenberg College

.65%

1

Neumann College

.65%

1

New School College

.65%

1

New York University

.65%

1

Ohio University

.65%

1

Pace University

1.28%

2

Penn State

2.56%

4

Rider University

2.56%

4

Roanoke College

.65%

1

Rutgers University

5.13%

8

Seton Hall University

5.13%

8

Springfield College

.65%

1

Stockton College

.65%

1

SUNY Cortland

.65%

1

SUNY Geneseo

.65%

1

Syracuse University

1.28%

2

The College of New Jersey

7.69%

12

Temple University

.65%

1

Trinity College

.65%

1

UCLA

.65%

1
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University of Delaware

.65%

1

University of Florida

.65%

1

University of Georgia

.65%

1

University of Hartford

.65%

1

University of New Hampshire

.65%

1

University of Notre Dame

.65%

1

University of Missouri

.65%

1

University of Oklahoma

.65%

1

University of Pennsylvania

1.28%

2

University of Scranton

.65%

1

Upsala College

.65%

1

Villanova University

1.28%

2

Virginia Commonwealth University

.65%

1

Western Maryland College

1.28%

2

William Paterson University

1.92%

3

74%

156

Total Respondents That
Attended Other Colleges
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CHAPTER V
RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Although Rowan University has undergone many changes in both academics and
appearance over the past decade, it is still underestimated for its talent, affordability and
proximity. Due to lack of knowledge, Rowan University often suffers a tainted reputation
that is not up to par with its actual standings. Much of this tainted reputation stems from
the prior knowledge of the former Glassboro State College, now Rowan University, and
its reputation as merely a state teachers college. Now, Rowan University faces the
challenge of changing those attitudes and replacing them with correct, up to date
information about what Rowan University has evolved into and where it is going.
This study is intended to aid the University's Admissions Office, Office of
University Relations and University Marketing honing their messages to correctly target
their audiences and mold each message to fit each audiences' needs.
A survey, sent to 1,000 guidance counselors statewide was distributed via the
email survey engine, surveymonkey.com. With a response of 246, many conclusions
were drawn from the responses. Not only was it found that school counselors in the
southern regions not only hold a higher opinion of Rowan University, but are more
informed regarding the University and what it has to offer. This result suggests that both
the Admissions Office and University Relations need to make themselves more
prominent in the northern zones of New Jersey. While many are aware that a state school
named Rowan University exists in South Jersey, not many know what it entails and has to
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offer. Therefore, the University needs to educate not only the students and school
counselors, but also communities about what the school has to offer.
The survey also delved into basic aspects of school counseling and what is
believed to be the norm ethics-wise. While well over 50% of counselors believed students
received biased views on schools they overwhelmingly believed students deserved
ethical, unbiased views on the schools as well. However, despite the idea that they
believe students should be receiving unbiased views, they along with other opinion
leaders are often the ones delivering the biased views.
While guidance counselors rank a students' decision-making process on, in order,
cost and financial aid, peer opinions, academics, and then the recommendation of opinion
leaders, they do believe they are an integral part of the decision. While the different
sectors of the University spend time targeting different areas, this information can be
used to their advantage, especially with marketing and advertising campaigns. In 2001,
the University began a campaign using the slogan, "A Unique Public Offering" referring
to the low cost of tuition which is an excellent aspect to play on; especially when findings
show tuition and financial aid are major decision makers. Using the idea of peer opinions,
University Marketing can use the ideas that it's close enough to home to'be close to be
close to friends or go with there with your friends.
Although it is believed certain questions on the survey would all have a certain
response, they were often different, which in one case was quite alarming. For example,
question 8 asked if counselors believed ethics came into play while counseling students
in the college application process. It was assumed everyone would have a response of
frequently or almost always. However, 5.5% [13] said occasionally, 0.8% [2] said rarely,
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a 0.4% [1] said almost never. Counselors with this attitude could be holding Rowan
University from moving forward. Not to mention, it gives students unfair advice about
what college suits their needs.
Another interesting finding concluded that more than 80% of respondents believe
private institutions are held in higher regard. This is yet another idea that is holding
Rowan University from reaching its maximum potential. Just because private institutions
often have a much higher tuition, does not mean their academics or other aspects of the
university are better. One major difference is that state schools are funded by tax dollars.
Quite often, private institutions have a lower quality of academics and requirements
because they are not state mandated. I think Rowan University would benefit from
another campaign focusing on the reasonable cost and market it in not only the southern
zone, but the northern zones as well.
While more than 88% of counselors rated Rowan University 3 or above on a 5
point scale, it is difficult to understand why more students, especially in the northern
zones don't believe Rowan University is a good choice for their college destination. In
addition, more than 40% of the respondents rate their knowledge of improvements at the
University at above a 4. With this knowledge about improvements, academics,
affordability and proximity, it hard to understand why counselors as well as student don't
believe Rowan University is a prime choice.
That question may lead to future study of perhaps students regarding this topic.
Now that information is gathered from the guidance counselors, students' opinions and
perceptions may be an integral piece in the puzzle. The same survey could be distributed
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to students, who don't really have the prior awareness of Glassboro State College to see
how their answers differ and why.
Further examination of guidance counselors' aspect of this topic could include
qualitative questions for the counselors as to why they felt or chose specific answers. As
well as a focus group to discuss not only their feelings on biased views, but also their
feelings about the recruitment process of the University.
Currently, the University spends the majority of the fall semester recruiting high
school students to apply to the University. Admission counselors travel to the different
counties visiting high schools and attending college fairs. The school counselors can give
their insight, in the focus group, as to why they think these recruitment methods are
efficient, or not, and how the University can better them.
Another recommendation is to mail the surveys, but because of time and money
constraints, the surveys were sent out using surveymonkey.com. Although this was an
effective method and certainly efficient, it only yielded 246 surveys out of 1,000 sent out.
This may be due to the many spam blockers on computers or counselors' fears of opening
bogus email. A mailed survey is more credible then an email survey and is not usually
disregarded or over used the way email surveys are.
As for recommendations, the most important recommendation is to get
information to the northern zones. Although the media outlets in the northern zones may
be more prone to cover news on local campuses, Rowan University's Office of
University Relations must promote the expansion and exciting new things the University
has to offer. The only way students can receive the most accurate information is if the
counselors are well-informed. In turn, if strong relationships and open lines of
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communication form between those areas, perceptions of Rowan University will
improve.
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